GUGGLETON FARM ARTS
OVERVIEW - WHO ARE WE?
At Guggleton Farm Arts CIC, aka The Gugg, we proactively seek to provide many forms of art, to anyone in the local community and beyond, in a
supportive, non-judgemental and safe environment, to enhance the wellbeing and abilities of all involved.
We are an accredited member of SOCIAL ENTERPRISE UK.
We work alongside the local community, its organisations, schools and residents to ensure that creative exploration, experimentation and play can
be available to all those who seek it, alongside the opportunity to develop new skills, hone old ones and make lives livelier.
We provide classes in several disciplines including painting, drawing, printmaking, ceramics, embroidery, quilting, stone carving and sculpture,
flower arranging, sewing, crochet, musical improvisation, composition and song-writing, fashion design and macrame, although this is not an
exhaustive list and we are always open to providing what the community wants. We stage events such as musical performances, community
cinema and theatre, talks and debates, pop up food events and an open mic night.
In this way we provide opportunities, for people of all ages, to come together and get involved in entertaining themselves, using their own creativity,
with all the social, mental health and resilience benefits that this affords.
We have on site artists’ studios, an art gallery, an outdoor entertainment area, a tea shed, a Men's Shed, an art barn, ceramics workshop,
community Brocante and a craft shop that supports exclusively local makers, many 'home grown' on site. Plans are in the pipeline for an artists’
residency space providing a studio and accommodation.
THE STORY SO FAR – WHERE HAVE WE BEEN?
Guggleton Farm Arts is situated in the yard and outbuildings of a 16th century farm, the farmland of which has now been covered with housing,
located in the small town of Stalbridge, Dorset. Guggleton was purchased, converted and opened in December 1995 by Isabel de Pelet BEM, a
well-known figure in local circles and particularly known for her promotion of artists in Dorset, especially the young and up-and-coming.
Isabel returned to her childhood love of art after her children had fled the nest. She took a foundation course at Yeovil College, requiring she take
related A-levels and then went on to Bristol University of Wessex where she graduated, with Honours, in Art & Social Context. In December 2014,
Isabel received a BEM for her services to the arts.
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Guggleton’s principal gallery had been a milking parlour and the central office/shop a cart house with the smaller studios lean-to-calf stalls. In the
sympathetic conversion of these buildings it was made sure that they, and the yard, still retained their recognisable features.
Started to allow newly graduated artists to have studio space for working, supported with guidance and help, Isabel believes “that artists working
alongside and within an active community create a positive way to enrich and stimulate all those who involve themselves”.
Guggleton has received interest from all over the UK and overseas. Isabel is on the Arts Committee of the Royal Bath & West Show – furthering
her belief in linking artists to their community.
At the beginning of 2019 a search for a new studio space led local painter Deanne Tremlett to the Gugg. Since that time she has helped in the
continuing development of Isabel’s vision and in January 2020 the project became a CIC.

COMMUNITY INTEREST COMPANY No: 12405322 – WHAT ARE WE DOING?
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We now have 7 local Directors [Isabel de Pelet, Deanne Tremlett, Carolyn Corlett, Jenni Richards, Jude Watts, Kate Robinson
and John Stanley]
and a 14 strong Creative Committee made up of artists, craftworkers and members of the local community.
We aim to provide opportunities for residents, and visitors, to become involved in creativity of all kinds at all levels; alongside
showing the work of others to inspire, running classes which allow the participants to aspire, reaching the young through our
“Guggleheads” and school enrichment programmes and engaging with as many individuals as possible.
Our focus is upon creativity and development, providing a welcoming environment for the creation of the new; in whatever
form that might take for the individual. It is our aim to provide an experimental space in which to foster new work, artists and
skills, both amateur and professional, but with a strong emphasis upon the process and the journey. This non-outcome-based
approach, we believe, provides a refreshing counterpoint to everyday life.
We support established artists by providing them with a space to experiment, new artists with the network, structure and
exposure to develop and raw artists with the opportunity to grow. At the heart of this is the belief that a creative pursuit, no
matter its form and independent of its outcome, promotes wellbeing, nurtures the mind and provokes discussion and
engagement.
One of the most important parts of the work of Guggleton is to promote an outward looking programme which understands
critical engagement and current arts practice, whilst at the same time remaining accessible to all who wish to engage, and
offering the community the opportunity to come to art in their own way.
We are a place for all ages, genders and levels of experience, offering opportunities to become involved in a creative
community, with all the joy and growth that this creates.
The emphasis is upon people both entertaining and developing themselves, which is something that sometimes may require
outside inspiration, but should always create local aspiration
WHY ARE WE HERE?
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They say a picture says a thousand words…
WHAT ARE WE ASKING YOU FOR?
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The Residency Project will be continuing the growth of The CIC by attracting to the site artists and makers from across the UK, and hopefully in
time further afield.
Residencies have long been a key part of the development of an artistic career and in places such as Banff in Canada and Grizedale in the UK
have contributed much to the fabric and economy of the local area.
There are currently no permanent residency sites in Dorset.
Visiting artists not only respond to the local environment but also interact with the community and bring new knowledge, perspective and outlook
to residents, young and old.
We have had pledged to us a fit for purpose mobile unit that can accommodate both a studio and living space for the residency. We now need to
find the funds to relocate the unit, refit it to the right health and safety standards so that it can accommodate both artist [and audience where
possible] and to ensure the right planning approach.

The unit will be revamped inside and out to fit into its new environment
HOW CAN WE DO WHAT YOU ARE ASKING OF US?
Staying Safe and Well:
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The importance of the nurturing and promotion of creativity to increase health and quality of life is well documented, not least in the World Health
Organisation's report of 2019 [Fancourt and Finn: https://www.euro.who.int/en/publications/abstracts/what-is-the-evidence-on-the-role-of-the-artsin-improving-health-and-well-being-a-scoping-review-2019] and by the National Centre for Creative Health: "We believe everyone has creative
potential and that creativity can lead to healthier lives and communities. Active engagement with the arts and culture, whether through our own
creative practice or through our enjoyment of the creative practice of others, is beneficial for the health and wellbeing of us all"
https://ncch.org.uk/why
Economic Growth:
"For every £1 of salary paid by the arts and culture industry, an additional £2.01 is generated in the wider economy through indirect and induced
multiplier
impacts"
https://www.thecreativeindustries.co.uk/facts-figures/industries-arts-culture-arts-culture-facts-and-figures-the-economiccontribution-of-the-arts The regenerative qualities of the Arts are, again, well documented and the Visual Arts Marketplace report [Morrissey and
Tremlett 2016] undertaken for DCC, the Arts Council and the LEP, highlighted the areas where this could be most effectively and economically
achieved in the County.
Unique Environment:
Dorset has long been a county that attracts artists and creatives, from Elisabeth Frink to Ian McKeever. Interviewed for the VAMP report mentioned
above McKeever, arguably Dorset's most internationally acclaimed artist had this to say: "In order to up the expectations of both artists and the
public in Dorset one probably needs to have an intensive period of importing art and artists into the county to lift everyone's game".
Strong, healthy communities
Since becoming a CIC both the profile and use of the Guggleton Farm site has seen large growth. The impact upon the local community has been
evident in that events are often oversubscribed, classes increasingly full and artists looking to exhibit and work on site have increased many fold.
Unlike other community venues Guggleton is unique in concerning itself with the journey as well as the outcome of social and creative pursuit.
Allowing the community to entertain and develop itself is our aim as a Social Enterprise. We believe this allows for a strong and healthy response
to everyday life and its issues, increases the ability to problem solve, particularly in our young people, and strengthens the community through
working together to have fun.
As part of the application process resident artists will be asked to describe the legacy they feel will be left behind by their occupancy of the space
for the community.
WAYS THAT WE CAN DEMONSTRATE THAT WE ARE ALREADY ‘AT IT’!
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The Milking Parlour Gallery

The outside entertainment area

As the crow flies shop

Wendy Elia in the Milking Parlour

Painting in the Art Barn
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Drawing you in school project with Stalbridge Primary
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The Milking Parlour Gallery

‘Guggborne’

Men’s Shedders

Lockdown craft cupboard

Printmaking

Textile loft

Exhibition poster

Community Brocante

Rewilding area

Christmas open mic

Outdoor art class

Life painting class

Guggleheads summer club

Art Barn

Tom Clements gig

Thursday open mic
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WHAT HAVE WE DONE SO FAR? - PHASE 1

October 2019-March 2022

WEBSITE AND SOCIAL MEDIA DEVELOPMENT
MENS SHED including attracting shedders
MILKING PARLOUR GALLERY including curating on-going programme
RE-WILDING AREA fencing off and ‘bird bath’
ART BARN AND PRINTMAKING including sourcing painting and printmaking tutors, Carolyn Corlett and Barbara Wagner
AS THE CROW FLIES including sourcing suppliers and volunteers
THURSDAY NIGHT regular social event including sourcing suppliers and acts
MUSIC development of music creation programme to include choir, improvisation, composition and song writing and a regular ‘gig’ offer.
CINEMA SCREEN and monthly community cinema with “Moviola”
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NEGOTIATION OF LEGAL TENANCY with the De Pelet Estate
THE BYRE BROCANTE establishment of community ‘antiques market’ and sourcing of local expertise (Jude Watts and Jean Convoy)
THE TEA SHED establishment of refreshments on site
GIGS ticketed and non-ticketed including the establishment of regular events such as “Guggbourne”, “Guggleton Guitarfest” and a Folk and Poetry
Festival.
TEXTILE LOFT including sourcing tutors and further developing the space under the auspices of Jenni Richards [tutors currently Laura Jackson,
Alison Underwood and Bryony Hale]
ON GOING GRANT APPLICATIONS AND RESOURCE ADVOCACY

NEXT DEVELOPMENTS:
IDENTIFICATION AND RECRUITMENT OF CHAIR-PERSON
POTTERY SHED AND SCULPTURE YARD including sourcing tutors Ruth Kirkham and Sasha Constable, portable classroom and all weather
‘stretch tent”
estimated cost £6000
Total required to complete Phase 1

£6000
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WHERE ARE WE GOING NEXT? - PHASE 2

April 2022-October 2023

RESIDENCY SPACE

set up cost <£10,000

[example]
CONTINUING DEVELOPMENT OF THE EXHIBITION PROGRAMME AND PROFILE
SCHOOLS, SOURCE AND CPD PROGRAMME GROWTH
DEVELOPMENT OF POTENTIAL WAGE STRUCTURE AND SOURCES
PICTURE FRAMING STUDIO
ON-LINE SHOP
EXTENSION TO MENS SHED
EXTENSION TO MILKING PARLOUR

set up cost £500
set up cost £2000
set up cost £1500
estimated cost £15-20000

[drawing of possible atrium provided by Alex Williams]
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DEVELOPMENT OF PERFORMANCE SPACE(S) AND OFFER including sourcing appropriate venue* and personnel (Roger Clay, producer, and
Georgina Deane, performer)

[*suitable disused space on Stalbridge High Street]
WETHERSHIELD BLINDS

estimated cost £10000

[example]
GIGS ticketed and non-ticketed including the establishment of regular events such as “Guggbourne”, “Guggleton Guitarfest” and a Folk and Poetry
Festival.
RE-WILDING AREA STAGE
estimated cost £5000

[example]
ON GOING GRANT APPLICATIONS AND RESOURCE ADVOCACY
Total Phase 2 costs (est)

£41000
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COME WITH US FOR WHAT’S NEXT! - PHASE 3
CONTINUING DEVELOPMENT OF THE EXHIBITION PROGRAMME AND PROFILE
SCHOOLS, COURSE AND CPD PROGRAMME GROWTH
FARMHOUSE CONFERENCE CENTRE
FARMHOUSE GARDEN AND CAFÉ
(Farmhouse rent per annum)
FURTHER ARTIST STUDIOS
(cost of conversion of 2x garages)
ON GOING GRANT APPLICATIONS AND RESOURCE ADVOCACY
ADDENDUM to Phase 2
WAGE FOR FULL TIME ARTISTIC DIRECTOR per annum
WAGE FOR 2x PART TIME TUTORS per annum

October 2023 and beyond

tbc
tbc
£20000
tbc
£3000
Ongoing development
£30000
£34000

MILK SPACE [Registered Company No: 13326312] Between 2015 and 2018 Deanne Tremlett, with WORKS/PROJECTS’s consultant Simon
Morrissey, undertook a scoping project on behalf of Dorset County Council, The Arts Council and Dorset LEP. The Visual Arts Market Place [VAMP]
initiative was intended to map the county’s existing visual arts facilities and their offer, and then to make recommendations as to how it could be
helped and developed to increase the economy and amenity of Dorset.
The report concluded that: ‘there is no infrastructure or voice for the visual arts [in Dorset]’
Several possible solutions were suggested to address this situation, however, whilst £14million was forthcoming from the ERDF for its initial phase,
BREXIT saw the opportunity to take the project to a more rounded conclusion disappear.
One of the projects suggested at the time were ‘arts and business enterprise parks’ under the project title SMeART which is something that has
since been borne in mind in the development of Guggleton.
Informed by the VAMP report, and via the publicity and reception it has received, the possibility of creating ‘a network of Guggs’ across the county
has been floated. Under the umbrella name MILK SPACE, and working with the county’s farming community to identify disused locations not
otherwise suitable for development, MILK SPACEs will incorporate all the elements* that have created the Gugg as it is today and develop alongside
it in the future. In association with local interested parties, farmers and other constituted bodies MILK SPACEs will create a natural network in the
rural areas of Dorset upon which creative industry and individuals can feed and grow.
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*Exhibiting spaces, artist studios, framing and fabrication services, Men’s Shed, Tea Shed, Art Barn, Potty Shed and other creative workshop
areas, As the Crow Flies shop, performance area and community cinema….etc
FREE FOR ALL The overarching aim of the CIC is to develop to the point where we are able offer free art classes to all local children on a regular
basis, either via enrichment programs run through schools such as those already begun with Stalbridge Primary and Sturminster Newton High
School, or through our Guggleheads events and specific projects e.g. Drawing You In.
MORE TALKING PHOTOS….

‘The Troggs’ Gig

William

Monica

Millie Gleeson exhibition

As The Crow Flies’ [+Leslie]

Kids’ Christmas lantern parade
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Talks in the Milking Parlour

Oscar and Siska composing. Day Bowman and Hester Berry in The Milking Parlour
Gratifyingly, in the wider context of the Arts Council’s Let’s Create delivery plan and Dorset County Council’s 2020-24 plan Dorset: A great place
to live, work and visit, all that we wish for and stand for at Guggleton seems very much on point.
One of the most important parts of the work of Guggleton is to promote an outward looking programme which understands critical engagement
and current arts practice, whilst at the same time remaining accessible to all who wish to engage and offering the community the opportunity to
come to art in their own way.
Deanne Tremlett
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Artistic Director
Guggleton Farm Arts CIC
http://www.guggletonfarmarts.com
BUSINESS FOR GOOD
M:07947 361085
O:01963 363456
deanne@guggletonfarmarts.com
Facebook: @theguggleton
Instagram: guggletonfarmarts
John Stanley
Treasurer
M:07557541566
O:01963 363456
js@guggletonfarmarts.com
Facebook: @theguggleton
Instagram: guggletonfarmarts
Company No:12405322
Guggleton Farm Arts, aka The Gugg, is a not-for-profit Community-Interest-Company that proactively seeks to provide many forms of
art, to anyone in the local community, and beyond; in a supportive, non-judgemental and safe environment, to enhance the wellbeing
and abilities of all involved.
GUGGLETON FARM ARTS is a CERTIFIED SOCIAL ENTERPRISE and accredited member of SOCIAL ENTERPRISE UK.
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